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In urban areas throughout the world there are pieces of infrastructure
that are no longer used. The most obtrusive of these is the river and canal. These
were once used for transportation and irrigation, providing nearby residents
access to clean water. It was a center for commerce and social interaction. Now
most canals exist as an unsightly gash in the urban fabric.
This project proposes the use of a “friendly” second surface to rivers and
canals. Its modularity allows it to be used for both small scale interventions and
large scale redevelopment. This new surface can grow and adapt to the needs of
the surrounding community. The floating community can move around based on
large scale social and economic pressures. Meanwhile, the units themselves can
grow and shrink as the needs of families and individuals change. Some modules
will mend the urban fabric by creating new linkages through public walkways
and parks while others will create private communities for residents.

Xindian River

Location : Taiwan

The site for this prototype housing is in Yonghe, New Taipei City,
Taiwan. Yonghe is one of Taipei’s slums and also has the second highest
population density in the world. Wayaogou is a river that cuts through the
middle of Yonghe district. It used to be the center of community acitivites. But,
in ����’s traffic switched from boat to car and what was once an oppertuinty
become an obstacle. In ����, the sides of the river were paved with concrete in
an effort to prevent disasterious flooding which symbolized the end of the river’s
usefulness. Since then, the river has been seen as a problem in the comunity
rather than an asset.
The “friendly second surface ” hopes to bring life back to the waterfront
by creating floating communities that will restore this unused piece of
infrastructure and create a more walkable urban environment as a whole.

DOWNSTREAM

Yonghe District: ��,���.�� people/km².
Yong Ho is the world's top three areas of high population density.
Wayaogou has a length of �.� km. In the ����s, this river was used as a
form of public transportation and was the center of commerce. However,
as urban patterns changed, the river fell into disuse and became a burden
on the city.

MIDSTREAM

MIDSTREAM

UPSTREAM

How can we fix an urban problem while providing housing for slum dwellers?
Friendly second surface

House price and salary

House price and salary
The earth's surface is now unfriendly and occupied by traffic.
Infrastructure divides cities and creates larger traffic vproblems.
Taking advantage of unused infrastructure can can mend the
urban fabric, creating a second layer of the surface, to provide
housing while cleaning up the environment.

Friendly surface

Unsed space

How do they work?
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SALARY �����-NTD

As rent increases, people are forced to
move to smaller and smaller homes.
House prices increase every year while
wages mostly remain the same. But
salaries stay the same.
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Housing can grow with families

Personal property
As housing is movable
and modular, it an
easily grow and shrink
to fit the needs of
people.

���� Real property

Instead of moving from house to house as
costs increase in area, houses can move
from place to place to keep their rent low

���� Personal property

FARM - upstream

HOUSING - midstream

The floating farms are always in contact with the water.

When the river is low the roofs of houses can be occupied.
When the river is high houses can easily be entered at the street level.

Form generation
transport moisture,
sunlight,
air purification

slum
Design a new use of existing space,
affordable,
improve the environment,
simple construction

can paved to a plane
Least material to create maximum space.
Firm, rigid frame.
Flexible Pattern, Rigid Structure

Plant Cell

Beehive

basic unit

allow more connections

self-sufficiency
movable
multifunctional

more energy efficient

Form generation

PUBLIC SPACE - midstream

STORM REFUGE SPACE - downstream

Pedestrian brides remain unchanged with the water
levels to allow ease of access in any conditions.

When water level is low the roof gardens become habitable parks.
During a typhoon the roof gardens raise to create shelter from the storm.

Unit plan

Shared rooms are leased by
neighboors

Single unit is owned
individually

Outdoor areas are shared by
the communitiy

Roof is accessable by everyone

How can we fix an urban problem while providing housing for slum dwellers?

connection space
stair for housing

Site plans and secitons

family house unit
for family with kids
single people become a family

single house unit
for single person
or couple

Sustainbility
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�. roof walking path
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studio unit
for people start a career

Level two

Level one

solar power

ventilation

water cleaning

plants

Exploded axonometric
Roof
ventilation
roof
HSS steel tube
double skin
HSS steel tube
Living space

dry wall
water proof membrame
metal siding
floor diaphragm
floor joists

water cleaning
floating

HSS steel tube
floating
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